Shopping Cart on MyBU Student

Use this guide to learn how to use the Shopping Cart to enroll in classes for the new semester.

The **Shopping Cart** is a space where classes can be saved and ready for when enrollment opens.

1. Log into MyBU Student. Expand the menu on the left side of the screen if it is not expanded already.

2. Open **Enrollment** and select **Shopping Cart**.

3. Click **Add Class** and select **Class Search**.

4. Input the criteria into the fields to create a list of classes. For additional filters (like searching by Hub area), click **More Filters**.
5. When you find a course you want to add to your Shopping Cart, click the three-dot menu on the right side. Choose **Add to Cart** from the menu.

From the Shopping Cart, you can **Validate** your classes to make sure there is not a conflict between any classes.

Just like with the StudentLink planner, **putting a course in the Shopping Cart does not guarantee that you have a seat in the class**. This is a planning tool to help you enroll more smoothly once registration opens.